Welcome to the 5th
edition of Al Mouj Muscat
Community Newsletter
We hope you enjoy reading this edition
which highlights the stories of our
residents, visitors and retailers in Al
Mouj Muscat along with other useful
information.
On behalf of Al Mouj Muscat
Management, we hope everyone is
staying healthy and safe during this
difficult period of time.

If you would like to be featured in our
upcoming newsletters, please contact
us at customerservice@almouj.com
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Together
we can keep our community safe!
As we face one of the biggest
challenges of our times with
COVID-19, we wish to extend
our thanks to our wonderful
residents for following the
Supreme Committee’s directions
and advice from the Ministry
of Health. It is important that
all members of the community
ensure that they respect and
adhere to government advice to
keep themselves, their families
and others safe.

STAY HOME
SAVE LIVES
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Get discounts
and free delivery with MarkeetEx!
We have recently tied up with
MarkeetEx, a local startup and
marketplace that offers free
household and grocery delivery
services to the homes of our
community members in order to
limit their potential exposure to
COVID-19.
Residents are now able to order
essential items online through
MarkeetEx platform (through the
website or mobile application) and
avail 5% discount, by using the
promo code ‘ALMOUJ-5’. This offer
comes in line with our efforts to
support our community and lessen
any health risks they may face by
going out for groceries.

Delivery is done by personnel who
are wearing personal protective
equipment, and follow stringent
hygiene protocol, so you do not need
to worry about the safe delivery of
your orders.
Due to high demand these days, we
advise our residents to plan their
orders in advance. Senior people
aged 70 and above will get priority
on the delivery of their items as
a part of our efforts to support
the vulnerable members of our
community.
Let’s stay home everyone and stay
safe!
Visit: https://markeetex.com/
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Special offers
order from the comfort of your home

99104612
Free delivery
within Muscat for orders worth OMR 10 or more of illy coffee,
Dammann Freres tea boxes, coffee machines and Breville appliances

24989876
Pizza Kit: Margherita Pizza Kit
Family Sharing Pack: Special price for lasagna or Parmigiana
Cooking Box: Ready to cook products and Italian recipes

Available on

Sunday: buy 1 and get 1 free on burritos.
Monday: 15% discount on salads and appetizers.
Tuesday: Buy 1 and get 1 free on custom roll.
All day long special offer- Get 20% off on party platter
if ordered through www.chezsushioman.com
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80078744
24552963

15% discount
for
Healthcare staff

15% off
food and beverage
Available on

24181363

30% off
on all
takeaway orders

24543311

24543777

Buy any 2 footlong or
six inches sandwiches
and get the 3rd one
for free

24546770

99886436
24549364

A small hot drink and a smoked
turkey sandwich for OMR 2.5
A small cold drink and a smoked turkey
sandwich for OMR 3

20% off
on all
takeaway orders

Free delivery
for beauty care
product orders of
OMR 10 or more

91979797

Buy Sirloin’s Brisket or Ribs through
Talabat and
get 50% off any Sirloin’s desserts
or 25% off for any Sirloin’s sandwiches.

Available on
Available on

24181363
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Zunairah
show
mansion
Our Advisory Committee
members and other
residents were given a
guided tour of the luxury
Zunairah mansion by our
Customer Experience
team.
Showcasing superior
level craftsmanship and
designer details at the
newly constructed show
mansion, residents were
simply wowed!
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Landscaping
news
Our gardening team have been
busy keeping our community
green and pretty, and have
added:

8,000
Shrubs

11,000

Seasonal plants

12,000

Ground cover plants

14,000

Hedge plants
Look at all those well-trimmed
shrubs, sharp-edged hedges and
the pruned trees! It’s all down
to the efforts of the community’s
landscaping team.
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Findings from the
2019 census
Al Mouj Muscat conducted a detailed
survey (census) last year in close
partnership with Muscat statistical
consulting and we thank all the
respondents for taking the time to
complete the survey. As a result, we
are pleased to share the highlights,
which provides useful data to better
serve our community members.
More than 1,000 residents participated
in the survey, which looked at
gathering a variety of information,
from demographics to hobbies and
interests of community members.
The information will enable us to better
meet the needs and interests of our
residents and will be considered as
part of our service planning.
We thank everyone for their
participation and continued
cooperation with community initiatives.
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Ramadan do’s and don’ts guide
There’s a short time left until Ramadan, here are some tips on the Do’s
and Don’ts and how to get the best out of the holy month.
Ramadan is the ninth month of the Islamic calendar, and it is during this
month that the holy Quran was revealed and Muslims observe fasting
from sunrise to sunset for 30 days.
Muslims usually wake up before sunrise and eat a meal called suhoor,
and then fast the entire day until sunset - the fast is broken by a meal
called iftar. Repeat for the entire month. During Ramadan one doesn’t
only abstain from food and drink, but more importantly from bad habits
and behaviours. The hunger and thirst one feels is supposed to develop
patience, self-restraint and gratitude. The overall significance of Ramadan
is to get closer to God.
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Do’s

Don’ts

DO embrace the community

DON’T eat, chew, drink or

spirit and wish a blessed

smoke in public during the

Ramadan to Muslim friends

hours of daylight, even if you’re

and colleagues.

not Muslim.

DO accept food and drink

DON’T play loud music as it

when offered during Iftar,

may offend those who are

it is a sign of respect and

fasting. Playing music through

friendliness.

your headphones is allowed as
long as it is not audible to the
people around you.

DO stay calm. Work might
be a little less productive
and people who are fasting
might be a little tired, but
be patient with everyone
this month.

DON’T dress
inappropriately or wear
tight fitting clothes –
modesty is key.

DO try fasting for a
day. It’s a good way to
understand your own needs
and self-control as well
as a way to understand
what your Muslim friends
and colleagues are going
through this month.

DON’T worry if all these
rules feel like a lot.
Ramadan is a peaceful and
serene time that lasts a
month so try and enjoy it
while it’s here.
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Cats in Al Mouj Muscat
and the TNR project
Overpopulation of stray cats and dogs

community in conjunction with ‘Animal

is a global problem and is also visible in

Rescue in Al Mouj’, an organised group

Oman. Unfortunately, it does not stop

of resident volunteers dedicated to

at Al Mouj Muscat community, and if

controlling the population of strays

left unmanaged, strays on our streets

within our community in a humane

would multiply.

way. To cover veterinary bills, the
group depends entirely on private cash

An effective and proven way to

donations and raising funds. For more

manage this is through ‘TNR’, whereby

information about Animal Rescue in

stray animals are trapped (T), neutered

Al Mouj and how you can help, please

(N) and released (R) back into the area

contact animalrescuealmouj@gmail.com.

where they were originally trapped.
Within Al Mouj Muscat, since
September 2019, volunteers neutered
70 cats. Al Mouj Muscat have endorsed
a TNR program for cats within the

There are several public health benefits
of the programme. Animals that
are treated, neutered and released
as ‘community cats’ have an ear
clipped and/or carry a collar to be
recognised. They are disease free,
will stop other stay cats from coming
into the community, are calmer, won’t
fight and naturally keep any rodents
in control. To sustain the community
cats, the rescue group is feeding them
throughout the area, at dedicated
feeding stations provided by Al Mouj
Muscat.
All pet owners are reminded that cats
and dogs must be collared to be easily
recognised and neutered by their owner.
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No need
to speed
Kill your speed and make
our streets safer. The
limit is 25km p/h around
smaller community streets
and 40km p/h in the main
streets of 4 and 6.
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Sobeh’s Medical Center
welcomes Dr. Sumaiya Zobairi
to Al Mouj Muscat
Al Mouj Muscat is proud to welcome Dr. Sumaiya
Zobairi on board as a Family Medicine Specialist
at the Sobeh’s Medical Center, located on the 2nd
Floor of The Walk.
Holding a certification of the American Board of
Family Medicine (ABFM) and a Masters in Public
Health, Dr. Zobairi carries more than 15 years
of experience within the United States and GCC
region. With a holistic approach to treating illness,
she focuses significantly on lifestyle habits in
the prevention and treatment of disease. She is
experienced in well-woman screening, specific
health screenings for men as well as sports
physicals. In addition, Dr. Zobairi carries expertise
for the immunization process, the treatment of
acute and chronic health conditions as well as the
evaluation and treatment of mental and emotional
health issues.
We are pleased to warmly welcome Dr. Zobairi to
Al Mouj Muscat, as part of our continuous effort
to support and meet the needs of all community
members.
For any queries or bookings, please contact the clinic
on 24545137 / 24272403 or info@sobehmc.com
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Al Mouj Muscat’s Facilities
Management initiatives

Initiatives
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Actions taken

Achievement of ISO:45001
occupational health and safety
certification.

Conducted process modification
and audits to achieve this
milestone.

Master community street lights
operating timing optimised.

Rearranged the method of street
lights working hours to improve
energy efficiency.

Master community public parks
lights conversion. Related
locations are; sector -1 parks,
sector- 2 parks, sector-3 parks ,
sector-4 parks and sector-6
(RG & RR) parks.

Changed the conventional lights
(28w cfl) to the 7w LED without
affecting original design.

Apartment buildings common
areas internal lights conversion
to LED bulbs at Almeria South
and North. More conversions to
LED to follow.

Changed the conventional types
like spot & capsule lights (50w
halogen) at corriodors and
staircases to the 7w LEDs.

Apartment and townhouse blocks
basement car park carriage way
lights - rationalisation undertaken
for effective lighting.

Optimised the light coverage at
car parks to save the energy.
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Total number of lights converted :
600 bulbs.

Total number of lights converted:
1210 bulbs.

Initiatives
Apartment buildings common
areas external park lights LED
conversion. Related buildings
are; Neem townhouses,
Luban townhouses, Acacia
townhouses.
Enhanced landscaping in master
community.

Actions taken
Changed the conventional bollard
lights (24w cfl) on pathways to
the LED (7w).
Total number of lights converted:
64 bulbs.

Following quantities have been
introduced under landscape
enhancement works;
• Ground cover - 12,000 bedding
• Shurbs - 8,000 plants
• Hedge plants - 14,000 plants
• Seasonal plants -11,000 plants

Enhanced house keeping activities
in master community.

Following activities have been
done under house keeping tasks;
• Introduced 9 recycle bins in the
parks within the community.
• Enhanced the pest control
methods by introducing sticky
boards.
• Increased the frequency of
fogging across selected areas
during winter season.
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